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THF title of this talk is "Whither Medicine," -which means of course that, at
aniv rate for part of this address, I intend to trv and examine the changes that
mav come about in our profession, and more still those changes which we should
try to produce. The future does not just happen; it is made by our own efforts,
or lack of them, now in the present; and what we do now depends on what has
gone before, what we believe, what we have learnt, and what experiences we
have had.
MEDICAL EDUCATION.
Let us start these conjectures of the future with a look at medical education.
You, of course, are seeing it at very close quarters at present. Although this is
called the Opening Address, at which I am supposed to welcome you to the
clinical part of the Medical School, most of vou have already been here for
several months and have had a very fair sample of the teaching of clinical
medicine. So you will be able to criticize, at first hand, what I am going to
tell you. Your judgment will mature as the years bring your education into
perspective.
I do not, of course, mean to say that you must not criticize now. It would
be quite useless even if I did say so. I am sure vou will agree that the most
important thing in medical education, as in any education, is that vou, the student,
must do the learning. You must read the books, and especially in clinical medicine
you must see the phenomena of disease and try to understand them, at the bedside,
in the X-ray Department, in the Department of Pathology, or anywhere else
where you ineet them. It is your own initiative; and your owil keenness; and
your owIn energy which will bring you to the intellectual and geographical point
at which you can learn, rather than any passive absorption of teaching from
others. Your teachers, as it were, can take the horse to the water but it is you
that have to do the drinking. And I am sure you will find, if vou have not
already done so, that very often you have to find water for yourselves. Indeed
I think some of the thrills in the learning of medicine is the finding out of things
for yourself and later on reading in the textbooks that somebodv else before
you has found the same thing and agrees with you.
Now in any conclave and committee of medical teachers, and there are lots
of them, you will often hear that we must teach the student basic principles and
we must teach the students how to learn. I do not think I have vet met a medical
teacher who does not believe that that is what he does-teaching the student how
to learn and teaching him general principles. You cannot, of course, learn the
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how these principles work out. Take an example from botany. You cannot
understanid the broad classification of plants and flowers until you have seen
a sufficient number of examples to see that there is some thread of continuity or
of inter-connection running between them. It is necessary, therefore, for you to
learn both facts and principles but use the principles as soon as you can discover
them, to put the facts awav in the filing systems in your mind, each" in its
appropriate place. Keep in mind the great framework of the science or department
of knowledge in which you are working. It is a thrilling experience to make
an observation yourself and then realise that it fits in with the wider scheme
of things. (It is an even greater thrill to forecast what you are going to find
from your knowledge of other similar phenomena. Especially if you can prevent
something nasty happening.)
DISCIPLINE.
There is another thing that you will have to learn yourself and that is self-
discipline: that, you cannot be taught by any teacher. You can have discipline
imposed on you, and rules and regulations that you have to obey, suffer, or
dodge. But that is not the most important thing for you to learn in the Medical
School.
TIhere is miuch debate whether students should be made to attend lectures
compulsorily, or not. Some people believe that attendance at every lecture should
be voluntary. As with the operation of a free economy a lack of demand will
drv up the supply. That argument has a lot to commend it. But putting my
mind back to the time I was a student, I felt that the compulsory attendance at
some courses of lectures was a good thing. Public appeal was not always a good
guide. While the majority of lectures, I think, should probably be voluntary,
there are some like the Combined Course we run here which should be an
integrated course at which all students attend.
TEACHING THE TEACHERS.
If you become a kindergarten schoolteacher you would go through a long
course of training in the technique of imparting knowledge to the very young.
If you were to become a teacher in a secondary school you would be required
to have a year of training at a Teachers' Training College, but if you reach the
heights and are appointed a university teacher it is very unlikely that you will
have any instruction in teaching at all and your power of imparting knowledge
will be examined only by your students. It is true that in some departments all
the members of the department rehearse some of their teaching or their papers
in front of their colleagues, but in general in a university there is no instruction
in the art of explanation. If this state of affairs still exists when you become
teachers put it right. Universities should appoint people whose duty it is to
investigate the effectiveness of the teaching. This will be very difficult because
the experts in the technique of teaching mav have little or no idea of the substance
of the university lectures they are criticising. But, even so, they might be useful
if they did no more than increase the audibility of some lecturers.
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pI wonder what changes you, when your time comes, will make in the medical
curriculum, whether they will be serious changes, or the sort of superficial
change which has beeni going on for the last twenty-five years, since I have had
anything to do with medical education. I wonder, for instance, whether you
w%'ill divide the profession into those who do a short course to become general
practitioners, and those who do a long course and become specialists. I hope net.
We already add to the common course the longer specialists' training. If, for
instance, vou want to become a surgeon y-ou have, after qualification, to take
your Primarv Fellowship and then your Final Fellowship. This, even for the
brighter people, meanis at least nine vears and an average of over ten from the
time you enter the school until you become Fellows of the Roval College of
Surgeons, and can start learning something about practical surgery. Perhaps
Vou wvill wish to introduce an entirelv different kind of course for those who are
academically dedicated and wish to proceed to a life of research wvork in the
laboratory and the wards.
LUNCH-TABLF VIEWS.
Opinions on what should be taught, and how much, and for how long are not
lacking. rhe most casual remark at the medical lunch-table looses a flood of ideas.
Some will want less anatomy, some will want more physiology, some will say
there is not enough integration, some will pity the hard lot of the modern
student, and some will say this is a soft life compared with the davs of yore.
But sooner or later someone will say, if most of them are going to be general
practitioners, why on earth do we teach this, or what is the use of insisting on
that? They might criticize the curriculum and say, "These specialists want vou
to know how to do the operations. Why should you? You will never have to
do them vourself." Or thev might say, "Why should you be taught to recognise
things under a microscope? Most general practitioners do not even possess one."
"Why should you wanit to know how to read X-rays, when all you need to know
is how to read the report?" You could go on to say, "Why do you need to use
the stethoscope when y-ou can refer people for an X-rav?" I am glad that you
hardlv ever hear anvbodxv say, "Why do you want to teach them to examine
the patients when they can be referred to a hospital?" So what are we to teach
the future general practitioners?
WHAT IS EDUCATION FOR?
Now before we can answer this sort of question we must pause and settle in
our own minds what education is for. There is, at one end of the scale, the course
of technical instruction to fit the pupil for some particular craft. You can be
taught very accurately how to plaster a wall, or lay bricks, without having any
knowledge of the phvsical chemistry of mortar and cement. At the other end of
the scale there is a desire for a broad education in the humanities and in
mathematical and scientific studies. Let me, in parenthesis, say something about
the humanities. This means the study of the literature and language, and history
and art of human culture, and it particularly refers to the classics (the Oxford
Dictionary refers to it as polite scholarship). But the humanities have nothing to
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and surgery. That has always seemned a bit odd to me but thc custoim has grown
up that way.
We do quite a lot of lip service to the humanities, hopinig somehow to include
themi in the curriculum of the medical student, but recently we have excluded
Latin from our enitrance requirements. I believe that this is a correct decision on
our part, because the Latin required was only at junior level, and at this level
it gave pain rather than education. As a set part of our curriculum I do not
think we should include the humanities and I do not think we can. But surely
the study of literature and language and history and art must be the study of
all educated human beings, it must be not so much part of their training for life
as a habit of self-education, a development of an attitude of mind, a habit of
mental progression, an enduring appetite for learning, and the power of explaining
and imparting the knowledge to your neighbour, and so making life more
intelligent and more enjoyable for yourself, anid ultinmatelv, and as its most
inmportant goal, to make vou of greater servicc to your neighbour and to the
communitv at large.
But, nevertheless, I believe in the future wve mIust guard against regardinig our
education as doctors becoming a pturely technical training. It must be a wide
and multipotent educationl from which we can, in the future, as heretofore, branch
out into any one of mnanly different departnments. If there is any personl that we
should keep in minid in planning the edutcation in the fuiture I believe it should
be the nmultipotent residenit medical officer.
SH1ORTENING THE CURRICULUM\I.
If any of you wvere to suggest shortening the medical curriculum he w\ould meet
wvith universal approval from all medical teachers. They would form a committee
to discover how this shortening could be brought about. A. would say that the
amount of B. ologv or C. ology should be reduced and D. would say that he
was in complete agreement with A. but he thinks that A. ology should be reduced
as well. And so it goes on until in the cnd you are left with a curriculum, as a
rule, slightly longer than it was before because it is discovered that since they
last met the importance of E., F., and G. ology have become so great that we
cannot ignore their demands for some place in the curriculum.
Eveni if we do not lessen the amount to be learnt we can shorten the process
of what is usually called integration by bringing together the parts of a subject
in time anid space, and teaching thenm as a whole. You have had here a very good
example recentlv in the Skin Symposium, organised by the B.M.S.A., under the
presidencv of Dr. Beare, and I am sure vou have learnit a lot from it. That was
integration. It took a great deal of trouble but it worked.
The process of learning can also be made simpler if we are nmore svstenmatic.
That is to say, if we work more methodically and learn more according to a plan
aind not in a sporadic and unintentional sort of way. No schoolmistress, teaching
her young pupils arithmetic, would think of teaching them one day that twice
four is eight, and three sevens are twenty-one, and seveni sevens are forty-nine,
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and four sevens are twenty-eight, and seven eights are fifty-six, and then on a third
day a similar junmble of the multiplication tables. No, they are taught, of course,
the two times table one day, the three times table a little later on, and then the
four tines table, and so on. But it is precisely what the kindergarten school-
mistress must not do, that we have to do in clinical medicine. We have to learn
anid we have to teach the phenomena as they arrive at the hospital. The patients
do not come in the right order and so the systenmatisation must occur in your
own heads. You must piece together the various bits of information you pick up,
sometimes far apart in time and space, and you must put them together, as it were,
in your own multiplication tables.
TELEVISION.
That is quite correct, but that is no reason why we, as teachers, should not
in the future attempt more and more integration of our teaching. We have already
begun but we have not pressed on hard enough. We have remained individualists
too much. But if we really want to integrate our curriculum better we have a
tool for the purpose which is second to none. That tool is television: close circuit,
colour television. At present it is very expensive. To put in a television apparatus
here, to provide us with three points from which a programme could be obtained.
and one room in which it could be viewed by a class of students, would cost us
£60,000. Although I believe it to be cheap at the price, it will be difficult, for
a while, to persuade those who provide us with our nmoney, that it would be
money well spent. But it offers us the best hope, so far, of shortening the medical
curriculum, and at the same time, making it a good deal more effective than it
is at present. So great would be the change in our methods that we might, indeed,
have to wait until a new generation of teachers had arisen, willing to spend much
time and effort in learning to use it.
You know how often you hear people say, "I never forget a face but I cannot
quite put a name to it." If you were to meet a hundred people and get to know
their names, it may be that some time later that you would be able to recognise
80 per cent. of the faces, but recall only 20 per cent. of the names. But the more
you saw them the higher would rise the percentage of those whose names you
could recall. Recognition is a much easier process than recall, but it is the power
of recall that is required in most of our work. Not only must we be able to say
that we have seen something like that somewhere before, but we must be able
to sav what it is and what we have to do about it. And to some extent the facility
with which we can recall is related to the number of times we experience the
phenomenon or disease, or whatever it may be. Television would increase the
frequency of our experience and allow a much higher rate of recall.
It will, undoubtedly, be argued that you cannot possibly learn how to operate
by television. You cannot possibly learn to recognise disease by television. And
that, of course, is quite true. One would not attempt to replace any part of the
first-hand clinical experience of the student by the second-hand experience of
television. I would like to make it quite clear that I do not suggest that any part
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discussing or reporting this will make the mistake of suggesting that we should
stay at home looking at television rather than working in the wards. I hope I am
quite clear about that. However, one could argue like this. If you have seen a
large number of photographs and portraits of some famous person and then at
last you get an opportunity of seeing that person face to face, your experience
is very much more vivid than if you are seeing a stranger, and the few moments
you are in their presence become a vivid, unforgettable memory. Those of you
wxxho have seen Her Majesty face to face, I am sure, will appreciate my point.
We must be very carefuil not to use television as a stunt. (I believe it is now
called a 'gimmick.') Its serious use will be to show the smnall to the many. You
know how often you crowd round to try unsuccessfully to see some small lesion
which is being demonstrated to you. This applies, perhaps most intensely, to
various forms of endoscopy. It is a most difficult thing to demonstrate con-
vincingly what vou see in a bladder on cystoscopy, or the liver on peritoneoscopy,
to more than one or two people at a time. But with television it is quite possible
for cases to be demonstrated to as large a crowd as you wish, and demonstrated
very effectively, as Mr. McMechan was able to show to the Association of
Surgeons here two years ago.
It is dangerous for a large number of people to crowd into an operating theatre,
and even if you do vou often cannot see anything worthwhile. But with the
use of television the main points of living pathology of the patient and the
procedures carried out will be demonstrable to everybody without the delay and
expense of their scrubbing up and wasting long hours in the operating theatre.
Viewing galleries mav be better but are more expensive and give a view to a
smaller number of people.
Television can take you into the screening room of the X-ray Department
without the delay of dark adaptation or even the necessity of leaving the ward
and going to the department and breathing down the neck of the radiologist.
Indeed the radiologists themselves are already seeing their cases by various forms
of television interpretation.
The frightened child who comes timidly and reluctantly to hospital is often
appalled at the crowd of students that collects round him especially if he is hurt.
In this sort of case and many others, particularly in child psychiatry where the
presence of spectators spoils the psychiatrist's work, television would offer many
good opportunities to the student.
A great deal of skill and experience is needed in the care of the dangerously,
ill, or seriouslv injured, and we just cannot teach on them to a class. We can
only demonstrate to one or two at a time. But with the aid of television it would
be possible for the sick room, or the casualty room to be visible to a whole class,
without any inconvenience to the patient.
We could multiply these examples almost indefinitely. But before leaving the
subject of television I would like to say one thing. And that is I believe that in
developing this very important method of teaching, and I am sure we must, we
should be very careful to remember George Orwell's play, "1984." Wherever
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Gpossible the consent of the patient must be given in writing just as we have a
consent for an operation now. And, furthermore, we must on no account allow
the transmission of the hospital teaching television to go outside the hospital.
The viewing rooms must be open only to students who are under a professional
oath, not to divulge anything that they have seen to anybody. Indeed I would
like to sav, in parentheses, that the oath should be taken when we enter the wards
as a student, and not only when w%e qualify.
INDIRECT TEACHING.
If you specialise in one subject you can hardly be expected to be an expert in
a lot of other subjects as well; if you are a good surgeon or obstetrician you
cannot also be expected to be an expert in psychiatry, social medicine, or morbid
anatomy. As you grow older I hope that your surgery will remain reasonably
up to date, but your psychiatry and your social medicine and your morbid
anatomy may atrophy. If they atrophy so much that you become very ignorant
about them you might react by disregarding them entirely, or even bv condemn-
ing the subject as being somewhat unnecessary. Now for a teacher both these
are bad. Another form of integration which I hope you will do better in than
wve have done is to keep up with your other subjects, at any rate at undergraduate
level, not so that you can teach them but that you can understand what vour
students are learning in other departments and be willing and able to learn from
them, and at least teach nothing which conflicts with better-informed opinion.
I believe that this sort of indirect teaching applies perhaps more than any other
to the subjects of psychiatry, social medicine, and morbid anatomy. If the clinician
knew more about these subjects I think his teaching would be proportionately
more effective.
RESIDENT APPOINTMENTS.
Wheni vou qualify and have donned your gowns and hoods and paid your
miioney to the General Medical Council and have acquired a House Surgeon
appointment you start on vour year of compulsory residency. This was instituted
a few years ago to make sure that evervbody benefited by this valuable period
of training. If you follow your predecessors in their habits you will do an average
of eighteen months as a Resident House Officer when you are qualified. This is
not enough for two reasons (1) because of its value to you, and (2) because more
house officers are needed to run an efficient service.
In Northern Ireland there are just under 140 vacancies for resident staff; there
are, say for the sake of argument, 70 graduates from Queen's Universitv in a
particular year. If none leave the country to find employment elsewhere but all
stay and all do eighteen months resident appointments then it follows that of those
140 posts 35 will be permanently vacant and will have to be filled by graduates
from other universities. Now this state of affairs is as bad, or worse, across the
water. Many country hospitals and hospitals in industrial areas away from the
teaching centres are being staffed by graduates who are from foreign universities,
from Pakistan and India, Egypt, South Africa, the West Indies, West Africa,
and, of course, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada. Most of these men come
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into country hospitals, very often to managc for themselves, without adequate
supervisioni aind sometimes to hospitals where there are only occasional visits from
consulting staff. They come to learn their job by trial and error on British
patients.
The period you spend as a resident in a hospital is probably the most informative
period of your clinical career and should not be hurried through to reach the
richer and riper fields ahead. In it you learn to put together the theory that you
have learnt anid the practice in which you will be spending the rest of your lives.
It should last up to about four years; with the last year being one of considerably
miore responsibility. Not, I think, of the type of residency which they have in
thie United States and Canada. I know they are very proud of it and defend it
very hotliy but I think that their system is a bad and shortsighted one for all the
glamour that Halstead and the Amiierican College of Surgeons have given it.
If the period of residency is to be prolonged, as I believe it should, it will be
necessary to mnake provision in hospitals for adequate married quarters for the
resident staff.
What else will you learn as a House Surgeon? Well, first of all as I have already
said, you will consolidate your theory vith practice. If you are wise you will
develop the habit of punctuality.
A voice fromn the loIudspeaker:
"You're a fine one to talk of punctuality;
Oh, what a platitude, what sheer banality!
Oh, I know you've always got an excuse;
But what the deuce is the use of excuse,
Unpunctuality is near immorality."
GALEN.
It is as important to learn the habit of self-education, even more intensely than
you have learnt it as a student. One of the things that you will learn is to get
away from Galen. Let me explain what I mean by this. Galen was a great man,
he was physician and surgeon-in-ordinary to Marcus Aurelius, Emperor of Rome,
and he flourished in the second half of the second century A.D. He was a
prodigious worker and a prodigious writer. He covered most aspects of medical
science with such learning and with so great a degree of accuracy that his works
became the standard textbooks for fourteen hundred years after his death. It
was niot Galen's fault that all through the Middle Ages people clung to the habit
of reading him and did not look or think for themselves.
Now in your student days you have perforce had to take a great deal of notice
of what your teachers say. You could not sift everything they said yourselves,
but-when you become a house surgeon you will soon learn that a lot of the
dogmatism that is thrust down your throats in lectures and demonstrations is
reallv a little shaky. The dogmatic teacher in the demonstration room and on a
ward round very often becomes, when you meet him over a difficult emergency,
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teachers and that you try to finid out everything for yourself. But you must
learn to teach yourself from the phenomena you see in front of you. If you
observe correctly and differ from the authorities it will be the authorities who
are wrong.
Another thing that you will learn when you become a resident, and maybe
some of you have learnt it already as pupils, is that there are times when you
have to produce of your best, although you may be very tired and very sleepy.
You must know some things so well that you can remember them even if you
are hardly awake. There are certain common features of disease you may want
to learn in so automatic a fashion that you can use them like a formula in
mathematics, without, at the time of their use, bothering with the full proof
of the formula. Collect clinical formulo and know their "proof."
When vou become a resident you will, for the first time, be left with the
responsibility of relieving pain and giving succour to those in grief. No one can
teach you this. You have to learn it in your own heart and it is one of the most
taxing and important things that you will learn during this very valuable period
of your training. When I say learn, you will begin to learn, for your learning
will never be anything like complete, however long you may be at your task,
aild however long you may continue to practise medicine. You will never get
used to this aspect of your duty. I remember some lines written in a hospital
corridor "On Seeing an Old Man Come Away Grief-stricken at the Loss of
His Wife":
"Slowly, dismayed, in grief's oblivion,
His wan face forlornly looking forward,
He moves down the cold corridor of time,
His memory fondly roaming in the past,
His lonely fears in dread the future shun;
Upheld by kindliness, but unassuaged,
The pangs of sorrow suffer only hurt.
Nothing can their sting remove but love.
Be gentle then, dear one, with all your grief;
God, in His timc, will give you slow relief."
In this aspect of your work there is likelv to be no change. Your duty will
always be as urgent and your responsibility always as great. And if you are cvcr
tempted to feel that you are doing a job of work like anybody else think back
to that old man.
You will also have to learn to temper vour enthusiasm with judgemenit and
your burning desire to help the sick and to save life by a realisation of the in-
evitable. Nowhere will you feel the strain of conflicting claims more than in the
care of the very ill and the dving. You will be taxed to your utmost physically,
mentally, and spiritually. You may find one of the hardest things to learn is when
to stand aside doing nothing as a doctor but to stand by in patience and sympathy
as a friend.
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"Calm and cold the struggle over,
We have fought but death has wonI.
Y-our white-haired dignity is conquered,
Beloved patriarch of Deeny Street.
The maniy wounds of my infusions
Mock me like the marks upon your brow,
Where with soreness strappinlg held our tubes in.
The arnm splint left those marks; I see thenm now
Oh! if vou could only tell?
When you had thoughts alone of heaven'
Was I making earth a hell?"
WHATr 'WILL BECOMIE OF YOU?'
When you have finished with that part of your career which is called your
training what will beconme of you? If you are like the first 500 who qualified
after December, 1947, half of you will have an address in Northern Ireland and
a little imiore thani a quarter elsewhere in the United Kingdom, and a little less
than a quarter abroad. Thirty-two per cent. of the 500 are in general practice,
30 per cent. in specialities. i\w-enty per cent, wvere women, and of this 20 per
cent. 13 are known to have married and given up w%hole-time nmedicine, another
5 are not in the Medical Directory under their maiden names.'The remainder,
2-3 per cent. of the total and 10-15 per cent. of the wonlen, are using their
professional abilities full-time.
Of the 500, 29 are in Canada; 17 in the United States; 20 in Africa; 8 in
Australia; 6 in the West Indies; 12 are missionaries; 11 have joined the armed
forces.
We have not enough information to say what 43 are doing.
GENERAL PRACTICE.
Now again if you are anything like vour predecessors about a third of you will
go into general practice, sonmc in the country, anid sonme in the town, and somlle
in large towns. But it is with general practice in towns that I want to deal. We
are fortunate in this part of the world in having a very large nunmber of good,
conscientious, learned, and hard-working doctors, and you will find nmany of
them in the countrv and some of them in the towns. But in the towns as well
there is a type of doctor growing up that will one day ruin his branch of the
profession, and it will not really be his fault. The type of doctor I mean is the
man who as soon as he sees a case with any difficulty about it at all, and sometimes
with none, refers it to the hospital. Now he does this because he feels that if
anivthing goes wrong with the case he will be to blanme for not having sought
specialist advice. He gradually allows himself to be driven to believing that a
large proportion of the cases he sees require a specialist's advice. I suppose he
ought to examine the case completely before he sends it up and make his own
diagnosis, but he has a large surgery to get through; there may be 30, 60, 90
people waiting to be seen, and so, life being short, it is quicker for hinm to send
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gets his consultant opinion, or his X-ray, or whatever it happens to be, quickly.
The important thing is, in this arrangement, that the patient does not suffer and
therefore the doctor is tempted to do more and more of it.
Now what always surprises me is not that this sort of thing happens but that
it does not happen more often. It seems to me that the good doctors, and there
are many of thenm in this town alonie, very good doctors, seem to me to do their
work conscientiously and practise their skill from a sheer love of their profession,
and a willingness to be helpful themselves to their patients. I believe these men
are living on the disciplines of the past. They are trying to be the sort of doctor
that has built up our profession into the position of esteenm it still holds. I am
afraid that they may be a dwindling race because there are so many handicaps
put in the way of their doing their work well. How can this be improved?
Lord Taylor, in his article in the British Medical Journal, "Hospitals of the
Future," says: "I must confess to seeing no future for general practitioner beds,
except in very remote areas. That is not to say that some G.P.'s, with special
experience, should not have a proper place in hospital. But if general practice
is to mean full specialisation in extra hospital medicine, in the home, the surgery,
the clinic, the school, and the factory, there is no time for looking after patients
properly in hospital. What the G.P. needs is open access to the pathology, X-ray,
and physiotherapy departments; a good domicilliary consultant; home nursing,
home help, and health visitor service, at his disposal and proper secretarial help.
All this is coming fast though most slowlv round the teaching hospitals." Surely
the best way of providing the access to the pathology, X-ray, physiotherapy, and
secretarial departments would be best accomplished by being a member of a
hospital staff, teaching or otherwise.
GENERAL PRACTITIONERS IN HosPITALS.
The general practitioners, within reasonable distance of a hospital, should have
their consulting rooms and their secretaries and all their records in the hospital
itself, and they should be part of the staff of the hospital. Their surgery should
be coniducted in rooms within the precincts of the hospital and they should have
every facility for X-ray and laboratory investigation at their disposal. I can see
that the planners will be getting ready with their spanners to throw them in the
works of this scheme. Far too expensive! Flood the X-ray department! Swamp
the laboratory! But the argument against all this is that if there are patients
outside needinig these investigations done and they are not having them done
because of the cumbersomeness of the present arrangement then our service is
not working. It will be easy, once the doctors are in the hospital and of the staff,
to deal with the over-enthusiastic and, of course, the man who has so many
investigations done he has no time to read the reports. This could all be dealt
with, as it is niow, by the Nelson touch.
The advantages would be enormous-an easy interchange of information and
opinion, unhandicapped by letter writing. Life for the G.P. would be more
interesting and his role of guide, philosopher, and friend would be increased in
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There would have to be, of course, initially an increase in hospital buildings,
but there would be, in time, an enormous saving of expense. This would inciden-
tallv be less expensive and work more smoothly than building health centres all
over the place, like the white elephant at Woodbury Down, of which we once
heard so much and now so little.
But unless sonme such change as this is produced I believe that the public will
gra(lually realise that many of the general practitioners, particularly in the large
industrial towns, do not really do very much doctoring for them. They sign their
certificates, they give them bottles of medicine, they provide them with letters
to go to hospital, and perhaps a few other things. I think, if this generation might
begin to see that, then the next generation might well begin to wonder if these
doctors are really necessary and if they are wvorth their pay.
I only hope that those responsible for planning our service will be farsighted
enough to see that the present svstem is gradually moving to bankruptcy, and
cannot be allowed to go on.
This, of course, will leave a large number of general practitioners who do not
live within a few miles of a hospital, and so could not be included on the staff
of any existing hospital. They will either have to carry on as they do now, or
if they can be grouped into sufficient numbers where there are not now hospitals
thev could be accommodated in health centres with a small number of beds
provided. This has been done in sonme of the remoter parts of Scotland and
England.
SURGERY.
Surgery is still dividing itself up into specialities and these specialities are still
producing an improved service to the patient. While that state of affairs goes
on we must expect more specialities to branch off from the main body of general
surgery. But what will become of general surgery? It is already something of an
error to refer to it bv that name, for more than half of surgery is now taken over
by the specialist, leaving behind an ill-defined subject that could best be known
as abdomino-miscellaneous surgery. But however much we general surgeons may
deplore the removal from our hands of interesting cases we must do nothing to
stop a better service being rendered to the patient, if that service can only be
rendered by one man collecting together a series of cases and becoming an
expert. What I think we can look at a little wryly, and with justification, is when
the speciality begins to be less interesting to the individuals and they reinvade
the territory of general surgery.
Let us turn our attention for the moment to the specialists. If they merely
become technicians in their field they are doing surgery as a whole and the
patienlt as a whole a great deal of harm. Those who go into the various branches,
like neuro-surgery and thoracic surgery in particular, must become physicians
in their own subject and know something of the radiology and the morbid
aniatomy, and from that they must spread out and nmaintain an interest in general
medicine and surgery. If they allow themselves to beconme pure technicians then
I think they are doing themselves and their work a disservice.
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IWe often hear people talk about a general backgroutnd, or a background in
general surgery before specialising. This background has sometimes meant a
traininlg in general surgery before the individtual branches out into his specialitv.
This, I think, is a dangerous thing because the specialist wvho thinks he is a
good( genieral surgeon, of say twenty years ago, is a dangerous individual. The
background must be continuoUS, like the backcloth of a playT. The background
of general surgerv, or genleral medicinie for that matter, must be a habit of minld
and not a traininig that is over and done with. The specialist must be interested
in all branches of medicine that have any bearing on his subject and maintain
a lifelong interest in them.
RFSF.RCJH AND THF FUTURE.
Galeni, as I have said, wrote wvidely on all aspects of medicine and on much
besides. Harvev in the seventeenlth; Hunter in the eighteenth; Thomas Young
in the first part of the nineteenth, all did the same. As the ninleteenth century
gave way to the tweentieth most of the great names of medicine anid science wvere
tihe names of specialists. Specialists in physics like Rutherford and Kelvin; in
surgery like Lister. But, while there was a great deal of fragmentation in all
departments of knowledge, in the biological sciences the great advances usuallv-
came by the gap between the laboratory and the wards, between the student of
basic sciences and the bedside clinician, being bridged by one or other, or both.
Lister was aware of the putrefaction in Pasteur's flasks and understood what it
was about. Fleming, Flory, and Chain were aware of the clinicians' problems
and worked with the clinicians at Oxford. Kendall ancd Hench, by! their initer-
action, produced Coritsone, and so on.
This generation is seeing an acceleration in the process with already the most
exciting results and the very great probabilitv of our whole field of knowledge
moving in a new dimension.
In one directioni we have progressed through the phase of gross anatomy and
morbid anatomy, histology and morbid histology, to cellular studies and now0R to
intracellular micrometabolism where manv biological disciplines meet round the
fascinating studies in molecular structures of more and more complicated organic
substances, the structure of which is graduallv being understood by the appli-
cation of physics and mathematics. From all these investigations, very exciting to
contemplate and even more difficult to understand, will emerge from time to
time the answer to distressing clinical syndromes or a congenital disabilitv if
we, in clinical medicine, keep enough contact with these more fundamental
studies of biology.
In another direction our knowledge of observational medicine is also acceler-
ating. We are looking more intelligently, observing more closely, and recording
more exactly than a generation ago. Controlled clinical trials were rare a
generation ago but now one sees the results in everv Journal onie opens. Careful
clinical observation is nlow more often truthfullv sifted bv statistics. The calcull-
ating machine has been part of the equipment of the average clinical laboratorv
for over a decade; and if we cani learn how to make use of the electronic
114computer, we may discover aggregations of clinical phenonmena about certain
physical disabilities, menltal defect, or genetic miiisfortune. And having discovered
them we may be able to go back to the basic scientist and find the key to the
problem in some abherationi of imiolecular structure. Professor Pauling, whose
work in molecular biology and particularlv on the hxmoglobulins is outstanding,
thinks that by 1967 we will have the first comiiplete structure determination of a
protein molecule which will bring about the start of a change from microscopic
and cellular medicine to molecular medicine.
Ihese two processes, the study of the nhinute anid the study of the whole, is
likelv to producc its nmost exciting results in the study of the niervous system.
Intense work is goinig on with vhat has becn called the single unit approach.
The study of the single nierve cell was made possible by the intracellular micro-
clectrodc anid the use of isotopes. At the same time the integrative aspect of
niervous futnctionis has advaniced. We have a better understanding, for instance,
of the ascendinig reticular system and its relation to consciousness. We do not
yet understand the molecular mechanism by which nervous impulses are propa-
gated to muscle and still less do we know how thought can influenlce the discharge
or synthesis of hormones, or hormoncs influence processes of thought.
The pattern is fittinig together rapidly aind, as the jig-saw pieces fit together,
loose pieces lying before us for a long timelC suddenllv take on a nlew nmeaning.
For us the "abendlanid" is aglow but our "abenidland" is your dawn.
My purpose in nmentioning thesc things is not to pretend that I speak with
any authority on aniy of thesc but to sav that while I barely understand what
I anm saying I feel a huniger to know nmore; a hunger that cannot be satisfied until
I uniderstanid imiuch more than I now do of the subjects you have so lately left
behinid you. Keep vour basic scien1ce bright; you will need it all in the intellectual
atmiiosphere you mav be entering. It will help you to put together much that
nlow sceemls unlrelated in imledicinte. You might, like Galen of old, be able to take
wvithini tihe compass of your understanlding a greater width of our scienice. Perhaps
by knowinlg more about nmolecules you may understand more about nman.
There is a view among nmany people that there is something mlystical about
research anid onily rather special people can have a hand in it. And some believe
that research is publishing articles in the journals and if you do not publish it is
niot research. Indeed the very bulk and volume of medical literature, much of
it repetitive and useless, is a hindrance to progress. Look back at Tvcho Brake,
the great Daniish astrononmer, and his better-kniown assistant and pupil, Kepler.
Tvcho spcnt a lifetinie observing the heavens and makinlg exact and thorough
records of the movement of the celestial bodies throughout the year and for
miainy xears on1 end. Working on Tvcho's facts, and invenltinig the mathenmatics
wsrith xvhich to express them, Kepler form1ulated the laws you learnit in your
phvsics.
I might have cited Ptolomy and Copernicus. The point is that the careful
observations of one man or one generation in a medical school may lay the
foundation on which the next will build. We can all help in research if fame is
niot our only spur.
115In the process of bridging the gap between the ward and the laboratory the
whole-time professorial units, clinical and paraclinical, have an important part
to play. While their primary duty is to serve their patients with a standard of
kindness, conscientiousness, and skill at the highest level, they must seek to help
in the bringing of the disciplines and discoveries of science to the problems of
the sick man and the sick community. Where it is not possible for one man to
do this, partnerships and teams must be formed. The exacting tasks of surgery
make this necessary and I am fortunate in having as a colleague ProfessorWelbourn
with whom to form such a partnership.
Like a painting of Sickert, I have left much of the canvas bare. I have not
dealt with the B.M.A. and why it should spend more of its time on raising our
standards of discipline and service.
I have not dealt with wide functions of the World Health Organization.
Nor have I touched on the medical aspects of space. There has been no time
to mention the great speculative works of Jules Verne or Daniel Dare, or talk of
sputniks or re-entry.
There are many things of great interest and importance that time and your
patience require me to to leave unsaid.
The future is yours and those of us who are older will watch your careers
and progress with affection and anxiety, hoping you do not repeat our mistakes
and hoping that you, learning from our shortcomings, will enrich your knowledge
with wisdom and your diligence with charity.
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